
Testimonials and 
Stories about the 
Impact of CAAEL

We frequently receive feedback about how 
CAAEL is making a positive difference 

in kids’ lives. Here is a collection of 
our favorite testimonials and stories 

that are sure to warm your heart 
(and make you grab a tissue!).



What parents are saying...

“Our son now wins modestly, loses gracefully, competes fairly and values the sportsmanship 
of the event above all else. This is what CAAEL teaches our son and his classmates. 

Participation is for everyone who wishes to play. It is not just for the elite or best players.”

— Mr. and Mrs. P.

“When he’s playing at the park district or through youth football, he’s such a little fish 
in a big pond. With CAAEL, he gets to be a big fish in a small pond. Both CAAEL and the 

Therapeutic Day School have done wonders for my son and I can’t thank them enough.” 

— Mrs. Nesheim

“This is Tyler’s last tournament, and it is so bittersweet. Tyler has been a part of ALL of CAAEL’s 
activities, but basketball is by far his favorite! You have given my son hope, gratitude, 

accomplishment, good grades, good self-esteem and a PURPOSE to keep going even when 
life isn’t always fair! CAAEL has changed his life so much that he now wants to be a coach, 

and says that he hopes one day he will be able to coach in the CAAEL tournament.”

— Suzanne Fulk

“Too often, people only focus on what kids with special needs can’t do. CAAEL 
offers kids an opportunity to show what they can do.”

— Dr. Glenn Brichacek



What teachers are saying...

“We hoped CAAEL would help our students gain 
more confidence and improve their self-esteem. 
Judging from the change in their behavior, the 

program has succeeded.”

— Lorenzo Parker

“I have been a part of CAAEL for 7 years now and the influence it has had on the countless 
students I have worked with is beyond measure.”

— Katie Dobry

“On a personal level, I’ve seen amazing things out of our kids, including their behavior, 
maturity, and kindness toward other people. We know these kids as students and as 

participants in P.E., but CAAEL allows us to see them as great human beings, interacting 
with other kids outside of school who are different from them in big ways and small. It’s 

amazing to watch.” 

— Lindsay Murchie

“A lot of our students lack confidence and social skills and that’s why P.E. and CAAEL have 
been such good things for them. They feel a sense of belonging. We have kids who were good 

athletes at their mainstream school but struggle so much with depression and anxiety, and 
CAAEL gives them the opportunity to continue to play a competitive sport, as well as learn 
how to be a leader. It also provides our kids who have never played a sport in their lives an 

opportunity to experience being on a team.”

— Russ Tripple

“CAAEL is our best motivator and I don’t know 
what our school would be like without it.” 

— Dan Gentry



What administrators are saying...

“CAAEL helps our kids build deeper, stronger relationships because they are on a team 
together competing as teammates. It also allows them to take the lessons we teach at 

school and expand them outside our school walls, so kids can see how to use them in other 
places and other areas of life — like how they can build camaraderie with people when they 
start a new job, or how to work together with their siblings or a future spouse.  The value of 

CAAEL goes far beyond sports. It’s setting kids up to be successful human beings.”

— Becky McClaney

“I love that CAAEL isn’t about how good you are; it’s about your character. That aligns with 
our school motto, too. We want our students to know that it’s not only about winning — 

it’s about how you treat someone whether you’re winning or losing. A lot of our kids have 
been bullied and picked on, and it’s great that when they go to CAAEL events they’re 

spoken to in a positive way and encouraged and supported by everyone there. It does so 
much for their self-esteem. It’s amazing.”

— Dave Larrance

“CAAEL continues to be a resource through which our students have been privileged to explore, 
develop, and demonstrate individual skills. It affords these young people the opportunity to 

enhance personal characteristics that are necessary and vital to everyday living.”

 — Felicia Y. Blasingame



What volunteers are saying...

“The experience these young folks gain from participating in the CAAEL program transcends 
the classroom and playing field. The majority of these kids come away with a sense of 

accomplishment and joy and hope in being a part of something positive. The benefit — 
to the participants, their schools and ultimately society in general — lies in the lessons 

learned from the CAAEL program: to work hard, respect each other, respect yourself. As a 
supplemental program supporting the Alternative Education System, the teachers and staff 
have told me that CAAEL enhances their ability to help these children learn and grow. In so 

many cases, the kids do not have an opportunity to express themselves or to see where 
they fit in the world. CAAEL certainly grants them that opportunity be it in sports, academics 

or the arts.  Bravo, CAAEL.”

— Mark H Connelly

“It was a true pleasure as well as an honor to serve alongside some of the most 
dedicated, passionate, caring and hardworking volunteers, CAAEL staff, coaches, 

parents, refs, and board members that I have ever spent time with. I truly felt that there 
was no other place on Earth that I would have rather been than at the tournament that 

wonderful weekend, observing magic and experiencing an extraordinary positive energy 
that touched me to the core.”

— Reiner Pligge



“I have never seen anything like it!”

“We had a wonderful experience playing volleyball today at South Suburban Center for 
Exceptional Learners. We ended up only having 4 students eligible at the last minute. 
They had 13.

It was one of the best CAAEL outings of my career. It has been a tough year, and to have 
a CAAEL outing like this just brings a teacher back to why we do what we do.

The players from South Suburban CEL made a huge impact on us all. We mixed teams 
in the third game and their players looked up to our players like they were superstars. I 
could hear them saying things like, “This is the best game of my life,’ ‘I have never had so 
much fun before,’ and ‘This is my first serve over the net ever.’

One of our players gave me a side wink and then served the volleyball in the net. They 
called a team time out and discussed that they were going to hit some serves in the net 
here and there so the other team could continue to play because they were so happy. 
The other players were helping to guide their teammates on where to stand and what to 
do.

During the ribbon ceremony, our team gave all 13 players a ribbon. I am sorry, I know we 
are only supposed to give two, but our four students divided the ribbons and presented 
them to each team member. A boy who had Down’s Syndrome received his ribbon and 
his mouth dropped wide open and he started just crying and crying. He buried his face 
in his coach’s chest and they hugged for minutes. One of our players was wiping away 
tears, one of our staff was crying, and I was telling myself to keep it together. I have never 
seen anything like it! It was a day for the books and one to always remember.

Thank you for providing these opportunities for some of the more challenging students 
and schools in the area. It is days like this when it is so powerful and rewarding. 

Again, we apologize for distributing 13 ribbons today, but it was worth every minute of it!” 

CAAEL Stories



“...thank you for giving this kid an 
opportunity to shine.”

“We recently had our first CAAEL game, and the younger classes decorated signs for the 
players and hung them on their lockers for them to see when they came into school. 

All of the classes also came out into the hall to cheer the players on, and handed out 
high fives as they left to get on the bus. During this time, we happened to be in the 
middle of an IEP meeting for one of the students who was playing today, and we asked 
everyone in the meeting to come out to cheer on the kids, too. 

The student’s father, who is a very large, stoic man and typically says very little during 
our meetings, saw his son coming down the hall and all the kids cheering him on and 
handing out high fives. 

The dad started crying and cheering, and as we went back in to finish the meeting, he 
continued to cry and said that he has never seen anything like that. This sweet boy is a 
7th grader and has had school refusal issues for years, sometimes missing more than 
70% of the school year. 

He started with us last year and has found a safe place here in an alternative education 
placement, helping him to step way out of his comfort zone to try a sport that he has 
never even seen on TV, let alone played before. 

I just wanted to say thank you for giving this kid an opportunity to shine.”



“For the remainder of the year, Tom attended 
school regularly…”

“Tom was 16 years old, had a probation officer, and zero high school credit. The few times 
he showed up at his alternative school, he slept and refused to work. 

A supportive teacher finally discovered Tom’s love of basketball. She told Tom about 
CAAEL’s State Invitational Basketball Tournament. Given his history of non-compliance 
and failure when required to “earn” anything, she asked him to increase his attendance 
slightly for the next 1½ months and show some effort toward completing his assignments 
in order to participate. 

Tom achieved these seemingly simple goals, played on his school team, and was 
awarded an individual trophy for outstanding sportsmanship. For the remainder of the 
year, Tom attended school regularly and earned his first three credits toward high school 
graduation!”

“...his behavior completely turned around.”

“Adrien had had a horrible few weeks leading up to the CAAEL basketball tournament and 
his behavior was awful — he wasn’t turning in homework or coming to class. 

There had been an art contest for the design of the basketball tournament’s t-shirts, and 
Adrien had entered it. When he found out he had won the contest and that everyone 
would be wearing his shirt at the tournament, his behavior completely turned around. 

He was so motivated to remain eligible and meet the academics, behavior and 
attendance criteria so that he could get to that tournament and see his design displayed.”



“This is the magic of CAAEL”

“Students from a CAAEL Member School in Englewood play in a CAAEL Chess Tournament with 
emotionally disturbed students from the North Shore.

At a CAAEL outdoor skills challenge, a student with severe autism throws tomahawks and shoots 
cross bows with another student who was on probation for auto theft.

A girl with severe depression who has never picked up a volleyball plays against a seasoned 
athlete who is a ward of the state living in a residential program. 

This is the magic of CAAEL.

Our at-risk students come in all different shapes and sizes: different races, different socio-
economic backgrounds, different disabilities and abilities. And yet, they come together at our 
1100+ CAAEL events each year and interact beautifully with each other. The wide range of students 
CAAEL successfully serves truly defies the norm. 

CAAEL kids learn to see beyond themselves. They develop empathy and learn to embrace 
diversity. 

For as different as our students are, they all have this one thing in common: they all have 
exhibited such severe deficits or problems that it was determined that a specialized school or 
setting would be a better placement for them. 

Students in our CAAEL schools are THE most severe cases — THE most at-risk of failing. When they 
attend alternative schools, they tend to lose access to the extra curricular activities that research 
shows add so much to a student’s growth and learning. 

CAAEL is an effort to fill this heartbreaking gap, and the only organization providing this broad 
scope programming for Illinois’ huge number of special education and high-risk youth. 

It’s amazing what these “special needs” students can do when presented with the right 
opportunities. Sometimes it’s a simple bus pass... and sometimes it’s an art show, or a high ropes 
course, or a basketball team that sets these students on the right path.”



“...the lifeblood of what CAAEL really is.”
“CAAEL has enriched the lives of thousands of “at risk” youth in the Chicago land area.

We know this is a fact because we see it in what I like to call “CAAEL Moments.” 

What are these “CAAEL Moments”?

It’s watching the star athlete of the football team, who night in and night out 
lives in fight or flight mode because his neighborhood is saturated in gang 
violence, handing off the ball to a young man with physical disabilities because 
he was abused when he was too young to defend himself, and then running 
beside him cheering him on as he makes his way down field for a goal.

It’s when a young girl who isn’t comfortable in her own skin because of her eating 
disorder — who has never joined any team before in her life — scores a winning point 
for the volleyball team and the entire squad embraces her in a group hug.

It’s that moment when a young teen with autism gets a chance in the spotlight, 
winning the sportsmanship ribbon at the end of the game and holding it high.

As a coach, I am so blessed to witness these CAAEL Moments, and have these memories.

These are the things that keep me going, and these moments 
are the lifeblood of what CAAEL really is.

There is a beautiful humanistic transparency in CAAEL that I don’t think is spoken about enough.

Our students are in our schools because of behavioral or social difficulties they are 
experiencing in life. But when our students walk onto the court or the field in a CAAEL 
event, they get an opportunity to put down the weight of their disability for a while. They 
don’t have to think about whether food will be available tonight for dinner, or if mom and 
dad are going to fight again, or if they are going to get jumped taking out the trash.

The Chicago Area Alternative Education League teaches that 
it is ok to be caring and peaceful to one another. 

That it’s ok to let down my guard, and share joy and happiness with someone I have 
nothing in common with besides a negative stigma of disability or problem. That I can 
play on a team full of different skin tones and identities. That I can create memories that 
I will have for the rest of my life — memories of unity, community, and togetherness.

These CAAEL Moments we see as coaches are the ones that are felt in the 
hearts of the ones we serve — moments that are creating more well-rounded 
human beings today and a more peaceful world in the future.”



“Then the CAAEL team magic happened.”

“One of our autistic students was playing on our CAAEL softball team. It was the first time 
he’d been eligible to play.

He had just gotten out for the third time, and began to get upset and cry. He went and sat 
on the bleachers and said that he was not playing anymore, and that he was a terrible 
player.  

I was thinking to myself, ‘How are we going to get this student back to school? Should I 
call a social worker? Should we just process with him?’ 

Then the CAAEL team magic happened. The entire team gathered around him, motivated 
him, talked him through it, and patted him on the back. It was truly powerful to sit back 
and watch it all take place on its own. 

I sure was proud of them all! These students are truly understanding and learning the 
important things in life by attending our school and participating in CAAEL!”

To learn more about CAAEL or to donate 
to our mission, go to caael.org.

http://caael.org

